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Abstract

We investigate the impact of foreign managers in apical positions on their
companies’ investment location choices. We first test the hypothesis that such
managers increase the probability of their home country to be picked as tar-
get. Based on a large sample of foreign greenfield investments (GIs) and mergers
and acquisitions (M&As) from 2013 to 2019, we find evidence of such “migrant-
manager effect” for the latter and, to a lesser extent, also for the former. We
then test whether the effect may be due to the foreign managers providing in-
puts such as information, useful contacts and/or cultural mediation, as opposed
to simply exercising a personal preference. We find some evidence in favour of
the first hypothesis, but cannot entirely exclude the latter to hold, too.
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1 Introduction
On October 21 2021, the pharmaceutical company Pfizer inaugurated two new

facilities (both named “Global Centers”) in the city of Thessaloniki, one for Digi-
tal Innovation (CDI) and the other for Business Operations and Services. Honour
guests of the ceremony were Pfizer’s CEO, Albert Bourla, and the Greek Prime
Minister, Kyriakos Mitsokakis. A native of Thessaloniki and a Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine, Albert Bourla started his career at Pfizer in 1993, as Technical Director
of the Animal Health Division in Greece. He then moved abroad via the multi-
national company’s internal job market, first with a number of assignments across
Europe, then with a definitive move, around 20 years ago, to the New York Global
Headquarters. As for Prime Minister Mitsokakis, he emphasized the importance of
Dr Bourla’s origins in affecting Pfizer’s investment decision, by stating that “Fol-
lowing his great success, Bourla is now giving back to his hometown and country by
investing in Thessaloniki”.1

Whether Prime Minister Mitsokakis’ statement contains a grain of truth or is
merely rhetoric, it certainly plays well against the background of the many possible
ties between international migration and foreign direct investments (FDIs) (for a
survey see: Barnard et al., 2019). It also illustrates effectively the main research
question this paper asks and tries to answer, namely whether migrant managers such
as Dr Bourla contribute to direct their companies’ FDIs towards their home coun-
tries, and under what conditions.The question both points at one specific channel
through which the international flows of people and capital complement each other
and singles out one individual characteristic of managers (their immigrant status)
that may affect their companies’ location decisions. As such, it addresses two gaps
in the literature.

First, it complements and refines the main interpretation of the migration-FDI
nexus put forward by many economists and business scholars, namely that migrants
play a role in facilitating foreign investors’ operations in their home countries, by
providing information on costs and opportunities to invest in their home countries,
as well as useful business contacts (see: Buch et al., 2006; Burchardi et al., 2019;
Federici and Giannetti, 2010; Foad, 2012; Gao, 2003; Kugler and Rapoport, 2007;
Murat and Pistoresi, 2009; and: Hernandez, 2014; Shukla and Cantwell, 2018; Li

1On the inauguration ceremony and the Greek Prime Minister’s speech, see news appeared,
among others, on the Greek Reporter and Kathimerini on October 12 (last visit: November 30,
2021). On Albert Bourla’s career, see his profile on the Pfizer’s website (last visit: November 30,
2021).
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et al., 2019). Based as they are on country-level migration and capital flow data,
these studies cannot distinguish between migrants according to their relationship
with the investing firms (Javorcik et al., 2011). That is, they cannot tell apart the
influence of the firms’ foreign employees from that of customers, suppliers, or else.

Second, we contribute to strengthening the empirical dimension of the microfoun-
dations literature in international management (Nielsen and Nielsen, 2011; Schotter
and Beamish, 2013; Foss and Pedersen, 2019). In particular, we take up the chal-
lenge of tackling “the toil, trouble and often sheer financial cost of implementing a
large N empirical microfoundational design”, in particular by “sampling at the level
of employees” and “engag[ing] statistical tools that are ‘up to the job’ [,] handle the
nestedness in a proper way and enable testing for cross-level interactions” (Foss and
Pedersen, 2019, pp. 1615-16). Specifically, we address location theory, and build
upon the basic findings that country-level location choices are a function of various
forms of distance, whether psychic (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977, 2009), institutional
(Bae and Salomon, 2010) or cultural (Beugelsdijk et al., 2018). At the same time,
we move beyond distance measurement at the aggregate national level, making ours
the observation by Contractor et al. (2019, p. 4) that “cultural distance also exists
in the minds of individual employees which influences their interactions within the
multicultural and multinational firm”. In particular, we elaborate and test the impli-
cations of the fundamental intuition that “[f]oreign natives have natural advantages
in processing information pertaining to their home countries and in finding solutions
that improve information processing” (Luo, 2005, p. 34).

Based on the Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis Cross-border Investment database, we
consider around 9,869 investor firms that, between 2013 and 2019, have either un-
dertaken a Greenfield Investment (GI) abroad or entered a foreign M&A deal as
investors, for a total of 19,190 FDI operations in all sectors of activity except Busi-
ness, Retail, Travel and Wholesale services (where size and strategic importance
of the investments, mostly GIs, is far too often negligible). From Orbis Historical
Data, we then extract relevant biographical information (name, role and activity
years) on managers in apical positions within the investor companies at the time
the investments took place. Finally, we use the data libraries of IBM’s Global
Name Recognition System (GNR) to undertake the ethno-linguistic analysis of such
managers’ names and surnames. For each FDI operation, and conditional on the
countries involved in it (namely, the investor’s and the target country), we establish
which managers are likely to be migrants from the target country. After these data-
linkage manipulations, our original sample reduces to 1,193 GIs and 359 M&As,
involving 913 investor companies and 111 target countries.
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We use these data to undertake a fixed-effects, matched-sample regression ex-
ercise. We match each investor’s FDI operation (case) to similar operations (same
establishment mode, target sector, value, and year) undertaken by other investors
in the same sector of activity and with headquarters in the same country, but with
a different target country (controls).

We first find that investors with one or more foreign managers from any potential
target country are more likely to invest in such country than those without them.
This “manager-from-target” effect is statistically more significant and quantitatively
more relevant for M&As than for GIs. For the latter, the effect becomes significant
and relevant (but not as much as for M&As) only after adding one matching vari-
able to our case-control sample, namely investment motives (search for resources,
markets, efficiency, and strategic assets, as per Dunning’s taxonomy; Dunning and
Lundan, 2008). We interpret this evidence as indicative of foreign managers’ influ-
ence on location choice being the greater the more complex the investment (with
M&A operations being on average larger operations than GIs, as well as harder
to evaluate and control ex-post). This resonates with Nielsen and Nielsen (2009,
p. 9) observing that “international acquisitions and joint ventures are associated
with higher cultural complexity compared to greenfield investments”, and the re-
lated finding that nationality diversity in the top management team increases the
company’s propensity to engage in international acquisitions. We dig deeper on
the manager-company interaction by further running a series of regressions aimed
at assessing in which geographical contexts and for which types of investments the
“migrant manager effect” is stronger. In particular, we test the hypothesis that
migrant managers affect location decisions via a variety of mechanisms involving
information provision, social networking, and cultural mediation. This would make
their intervention more relevant the larger the distance between their home coun-
tries and the investors’ ones, especially from psychic (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977),
institutional (Shukla and Cantwell, 2018), or cultural viewpoints (Beugelsdijk et al.,
2018). Similarly, we would expect the “migrant manager effect” to be stronger the
more complex the investment, as this would require better knowledge of the tar-
geted locations. Our results in this respect are in line with our hypothesis, but not
as robust as we expected. This leaves the door open to the possibility that foreign
managers may (also) push for investing in their home countries for personal rea-
sons, such as reducing the “hassle factor” associated with less well known locations
(Schotter and Beamish, 2013).

The paper proceeds as follows. First, we extract from the economics and man-
agement literatures some conceptual arguments supporting our empirical quest and
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put forward a number of hypotheses for testing (section 2). Then, we describe our
data (section 3), empirical strategy (section 4), and results (section 5). Section 6
concludes.

2 Migration and FDIs: what role for foreign managers?
International migration has grown incessantly over half a century, from 84 million

migrants in 1970 to 271 million in 2019 (that is, from 2.3% to 3.6% of the world
population; IOM, 2020). Highly skilled mobility stands out as its most dynamic
component (Freeman, 2006, 2010), with multinational entreprises (MNEs) being
responsible for a significant share of it, via international recruitment and relocation
of employees (Kerr et al., 2015).

At a macro level, the growth of migration has gone hand in hand with that of
international trade and FDIs, at least up until the Great Recession of 2008 (Shukla
and Cantwell, 2016). The international trade literature has clearly shown that mi-
grants, besides adding to international exchanges their own demand and supply of
ethnic goods and services, increase the intensive margins of trade between home
and destination countries (that is, they increase the exchanges of goods and services
already traded before their arrival). This can only be explained by migrants play-
ing a role in lowering international search and transaction costs. Based on similar
econometric approaches, causality has been detected also behind the positive asso-
ciation between migration and FDI flows (Buch et al., 2006; Burchardi et al., 2019;
Federici and Giannetti, 2010; Foad, 2012; Gao, 2003; Kugler and Rapoport, 2007;
Murat and Pistoresi, 2009). By analogy with the international trade literature, this
evidence has been interpreted as suggesting that, besides investing their own cap-
ital, migrants play a role in facilitating other foreign investors’ operations in their
home countries (as well as in destination ones), by providing information on costs
and opportunities to invest, as well as useful business contacts. However, based as
they are on country-level migration and capital flow data, these studies cannot dis-
tinguish between migrants according to their relationship with the investing firms
(Javorcik et al., 2011). In particular, they cannot tell apart internal from external
influences, such as when - respectively - it is the investor’s migrant managers or
other employees who act as intermediaries from inside the firm or, instead, the same
role is played by other migrants in the investor’s country, such as external consul-
tants or brokers. Besides, most evidence concerns bilateral investment flows, or at
least it does not delve into differences between impact on the migrants’ home and
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on destination countries.
Some contributions to the international business (IB) literature have dug further

on the impact of migrants on FDIs from their home to their destination countries,
while at the same time exploring the specific mechanisms at work. Hernandez (2014)
proposes that migrants in the United States provide companies from their home
countries with knowledge of the specific states as target locations, thus increasing
both their probability to invest there and to do it successfully (longer survival of the
operations). Li et al. (2019) focus on ethnic minorities issued from historical Korean
migration in China, and suggest that they function like informal institutions that
facilitate transactions between foreign investors from Korea and local customers and
suppliers, by providing information through interpersonal exchange.2 Shukla and
Cantwell (2018) compare FDI flows to the United States from different countries
and find them positively related with the presence of migrants from such countries,
thanks to the latter’s local clubs and associations, and exchanges with the home
countries. These increase the institutional affinities and connectedness with the
United States, thus reducing the foreign investors’ costs of doing business there.

While confirming the role of migrants in easing FDIs via a variety of mecha-
nisms involving information, social networking, and cultural mediation, these stud-
ies mostly refer to subjects outside the investing companies. For evidence on internal
influence, one must turn to research on the role of top management teams (TMT)
in international strategic decision-making, and in particular on contributions that
focus on nationality diversity within the teams. Although none of such contribu-
tions discusses location choice, all of them put forward some arguments that, by
extension, can be applied to it.

Luo (2005) puts forward the hypothesis that “foreign natives have natural ad-
vantages in processing information pertaining to their home countries and in finding
solutions that improve information processing”. Hence, the presence of foreign man-
agers in TMTs and corporate boards “may [...] reduce the information processing
costs of globalization” via cultural diversification, which is expected to increase
the teams’ “processing capacity”. Nielsen and Nielsen (2011) test the influence of
TMT nationality diversity on foreign entry modes, based on the assumption that
the heuristics employed by managers to process information and reach decisions are
largely determined by their backgrounds and experiences, some of which depend
on their nationality. This assumption is supported by evidence from cross-cultural
psychology studies on the association between personal values and cognitions and
country origins (Hofstede, 1984; Tung and Verbeke, 2010). Hence, the authors sug-

2On ethnic ties and FDIs, see also Zaheer et al. (2009).
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gest that the presence of foreign nationals in TMT would ultimately favor shared-
ownership modes of entry (GIs and M&As), because it would “reduce uncertainty
and [improve] access to local market knowledge, while at the same time [reassuring]
that cross-cultural dissimilarities and collaborative asymmetries can be overcome”.
In a previous version of the same paper, Nielsen and Nielsen (2009) apply a sim-
ilar line of argument to single out Joint Ventures and M&As as the entry option
made easier by TMT nationality diversity. Cui et al. (2015) focus on a specific cat-
egory of migrants in TMTs, namely returnee managers from emerging economies,
and investigate how their international experience may influence their firms’ inter-
nationalization choices. Their main line of argument is that firms learn how and
where to invest abroad not only trough direct and gradual experience (Johanson
and Vahlne, 1977), but also by incorporating their managers’ personal experiences
as well as social networks. The authors provide evidence that returnees’ presence
in a number of Chinese TMTs is positively related to the likelihood of their firms
investing abroad, albeit mediated by the companies’ ownership structure.

Overall, we can read this literature as suggesting that foreign managers bring in
unique cultural, information, and networking assets. Based on this, we argue that
such assets are unlikely to be neutral with respect to foreign locations, and most
valuable with respect to locations in their home countries. These remarks lead to
the following hypothesis:

H1: Companies with foreign managers in apical positions (TMT or corporate board)
may prefer investing in such managers’ home countries, other things being equal.

In short, we will interpret confirmation of H1 as suggesting the existing of a “mi-
grant manager effect” in location choice. We can also put forward other hypotheses,
which point at some moderating factors for such effect:

H2: The migrant manager effect is stronger the more distant the manager’s home
and host countries are, whether psychically, institutionally or culturally

H3a: The migrant manager effect increases with the complexity of the investment

By “complex” investment we mean one which requires substantial information
on local partners and/or local business or political contacts, such as M&As vs GIs
or investments implying the acquisition of important knowledge assets or entry into
new sectors (diversification).

Hypothesis H3a comes from the literature we discussed so far. However, contrary
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to it, one could speculate that the influence of individual managers on location choice
could be motivated not or not only by their role in providing relevant assets, but
simply by their personal preferences. In other words, they could prefer pushing
for investing in their home countries for personal reasons. These may have to do
with a preference for having to visit, if necessary, a familiar country rather than an
unfamiliar one; or for increasing thir personal status in the home country, in view
of returning there - or just keep in touch - to do business, enter politics, or simply
retire.

Schotter and Beamish (2013) find that factors affecting managers personally
when they visit or have to live in foreign places indeed matter, although their evi-
dence does not concern the locations that end up being chosen, but those that are
excluded (due to the managers’ avoidance of locations with poor travel infrastruc-
ture, low accommodation comfort or similar “hassle” factors). But nothing stands
in the way of generalizing the argument and speculating that, besides pushing for
avoiding the least liked locations, managers may push for choosing the best liked
ones. However, we can further reason that this push may carry more weight when
different target countries are fungible, that is when the foreign investment is not
seeking some location-specific resources or assets, with few or no substitutes else-
where. To the extent that such investments may be rather complex we can consider
an alternative hypothesis to H3a, namely:

H3b: The migrant manager effect decreases with the complexity of the investment

Before moving to our empirical exercise, it is worth mentioning that some evi-
dence on individual influences on location choices from within the firm has already
been produced for other professional figures than managers. In particular, two stud-
ies focus on inventors and R&D related FDIs. They are especially relevant for the
methodologies they put in place, from which we will borrow heavily.

First, Foley and Kerr (2013) examine the case of US-resident “ethnic inven-
tors” working for US MNEs, where “ethnicity” is broadly defined as Anglo-Saxon,
Hispanic, Chinese, Russian and so forth, via name analysis. Besides finding a cor-
relation between the “ethnic share” of a company’s patents and the shares of assets
it holds in countries associated to that ethnicity, the authors prove that the effect is
stronger for MNEs with no previous experience in the country of investment, which
is suggestive of a causality link and an information-based explanation of the results.
In a similar vein, Useche et al. (2020) study the cross-border acquisitions undertaken
by R&D-active firms, and find that those employing foreign inventors at their home
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operations have a higher probability of picking target firms in such inventors’ home
countries, compared to other ones. The effect is stronger for technology-related
operations, on which inventors are more likely to have a say.

In what follows, we will proceed to identify foreign managers by means of a
methodology similar to that of Foley and Kerr (2013), but more sophisticated and
precise; and we will conduct an econometric exercise similar to that of Useche et al.
(2020), but more robust and for a wider range of investments.

3 Data
We source our investment data from Bureau van Dijk Orbis Cross-border Invest-

ment (OCI) database, which collects, for the period 2013-2019 and most countries
worldwide, data on two types of FDIs: greenfield investments (GIs) and mergers
and acquisitions (M&As). For each operation, OCI provides a number of details we
retain for our analysis, such as the completion year plus the country and sector of
both the investor and the investment (subsidiary’s activity).3 It also provides infor-
mation on the size of the investments (in million dollars), albeit with a high number
of missing values (especially in the case of M&As). Finally, and only for GIs, OCI
reports a brief description of the investment motives, the most frequent being “the
company has identified that demand in this market/country/city is growing or is
on the cusp of growth” (36% of cases) and “the company has identified a location
as beneficial due to its location [sic] being close to existing customers and potential
clients” (22% of cases). 4

In the case of GIs we take into account only the new operations, which consist,
following OCI’s glossary, in “new [...] manufacturing plant[s], regional headquar-
ters, sales office[s] etc.”. Hence, we do not consider expansions, co-locations and
re-locations (which mostly consist in shifting facilities within the same host country,
or in expanding them). We also do not consider GIs in selected target sectors of
investment such as Business, Retail, Travel and Wholesale services, because their
size and strategic importance of GIs is far too often negligible (for example, they

3The sectoral classification system used by all Bureau van Dijk Orbis products is based on the
European Community’s Statistical classification system of economic activities (NACE), of which it
aggregates selected 4-digit activities. This system is applied to assign both the investing firms and
their investments (whether subsidiary created through a GI or acquired firms in M&A operations)
to a principal sector of activity

4For a full list of motives and their frequency see table A.1 in Appendix.
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include the opening of new retail points).5 As for M&As we consider both acqui-
sitions (defined by OCI as deals “in which the acquirer ends up with a stake of 50
per cent or more in the target’s equity”) and mergers (defined as deals “in which
a one-for-one share swap takes place”). In the case of M&As, we do not consider
“stake increases” in companies already participated by the investor. In both the
case of GIs and M&As we retain only the operations whose size is non-missing. In
total, we consider 10,010 GIs and 9,180 M&As, involving 9,869 investor companies
and 172 target countries.

Besides the above-mentioned details on each investment, OCI provides unique
identifiers for all companies involved. These identifiers are consistent across all
Bureau van Dijk’s products, including Orbis Historical Data (OHD), which provides
yearly financial information on most companies in OCI as well as information on the
names, roles and employment years of their managers. For each operation in year
t in OCI, we then extract from OHD the names of all managers in apical positions
within the investor company’s in t− 1. Based on Bureau van Dijk’s classification of
managers’ roles, apical positions include members of: The Board of Directors, the
Corporate Governance Committee, the Executive Board (or Committee) and the
Supervisory Board, plus a rather generic “Senior management”.6

OHD does not report the managers’ nationality and/or country of birth. Other
Bureau van Dijk’s products do so, but only for recent years and for very few com-
panies. We fill this information gap by means of name analysis, which is quite
common in migration and innovation studies focusing on the international mobility
of inventors (Kerr, 2008; Foley and Kerr, 2013; Breschi et al., 2017; Marino et al.,
2020). This tool does not allow us to assign unconditionally one country of birth or
nationality to each manager in our database. More modestly, we use it to answer a
number of relatively narrow questions on the managers’ possible country of origin,
conditional on the countries involved in each FDI. The key resource we mobilize to
this end is the data library of the IBM’s Global Name Recognition system (IBM-
GNR). Figure 1 and its caption describe schematically how we combine our three
data sources (full details in the Appendix B). In particular, two combinations are

5More generally, when classifying GIs by size, we find that those in Business, Retail, Travel and
Wholesale services are concentrated in the bottom quartile of the distribution.

6Bureau van Dijk’s classification of managers’ roles comprises 30 items, besides those we retain
for our study (see table A.2 in the Appendix). This is based on public information released by
companies or found in the press. The vocabulary and detail of these information sources vary
across country, so that the average number of managers per company for which Bureau van Dijk
provides information vary; the frequency with which managers are assigned to one or another role
varies, too see table A.3 in the Appendix).
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possible, which answer as many questions.
The first and most important question, which plays a crucial role in our econo-

metric analysis, is: given the investment i at time t, undertaken by company j from
country w and with target country z, do managers working for j at t − 1 include
at least one from country z? Notice that the question does not focus on the in-
vestor’s country, but on the target one. We answer it by manipulating information
from IBM-GNR and producing, for each company-investment pair (j,i), the variable
Managers from target, which takes value 1 if at least one manager m in company
j bears a name or surname extremely common in country z but not in w, and 0
otherwise (see panel (a) in the figure, and its caption).

The second and subsidiary question is: given the investment described above,
how many foreign managers does company j from country w employ at t− 1? Here
the focus is on the investor’s country and we answer it by producing a count variable
Foreign Managers, which indicates how many managers bear both a name and a
surname that are relatively uncommon in country w, but not elsewhere (panel (b)
in the figure, and its caption). This variable does not enter our regressions, as we
use it only for descriptive purposes at the aggregate country level, to make sure that
our method delivers reasonable estimations of foreign managers, as shown in figure
2. Based on Foreign Managers, we report the percentage share of such managers
by investor country accords with overall estimates of foreign population in these
countries, especially among the upper tail of the skills distribution (OECD, 2008;
Dumont et al., 2010).

Producing the variables just described requires manipulating information from
IBM-GNR in different ways and with different outcomes. In both cases we aim
at minimizing false positives (avoiding to mistake natives for foreign managers) at
the cost of inflating false negatives (mistaking foreign managers for natives). Ap-
pendix B provides more details on how we do so. Here it suffices to say that, for
Managers from target to respect this aim, we are forced to drop from our regres-
sion sample all the investments occurring between countries in the same linguistic
group (say from the United States to Great Britain, or from Germany to Switzer-
land). This is because, in these cases, any name and/or surname typical of the
investor’s country w would be common in the target country z, too, thus generating
too many false positives. These restrictions reduce our sample to 7,893 GIs and
5,675 M&As, involving 7,064 investor companies and 168 target countries. Table 1
lists the most common FDI corridors and highlights in italics those we drop.

A similar concern arises for all the investments directed to English-speaking
countries. Here again, based on linguistic analysis, we cannot distinguish accurately
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Figure 1: Data sources combinations and identification of foreign managers

(a) Is any investor’s manager from the target country?

(b) Does the investor employ one or more foreign managers?

Notes: The figure summarizes how we combine our three major data sources, namely OCI, OHD,
and IBM-GNR. We extract from OCI each investment i at time t, undertaken by company j from
country w and with target country z. We then search, in OHD, for the names and surnames of all
M managers working for j at time t − 1, which we feed into IBM-GNR in order to get, for each
manager m (m=1...M), a list Cm of his/her most likely countries of origin (in the figure we limit
the list to two countries, such as x, y, w, y or x, z, but they could be more; we also set M=3, just
for sake of simplicity). Based on such list, we produce for each investor-investment combination
(j,i) two distinct variables:

••• Managers from target, which takes value 1 if at least one manager m in company j bears
a name or surname extremely common in country z and neither the name nor the surname
common in w (as it is the case for manager 3 in panel a); and zero otherwise.

• F oreign Managers, which is a count of all managers in company j with neither the name
nor surname not associated to country w, which allows us to presume the manager to be a
foreign one (as managers 1 and 3 in panel b).

Appendix B provides full details on the entire procedure and the sampling restriction it entails.
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Figure 2: Share of Foreign Managers in selected investors’ countries
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Table 1: Selected FDI corridors by number of operations

Investor Target Nb. %

GB US 528 2.75
CA US 509 2.65
US GB 446 2.32
US CA 326 1.70
US CN 326 1.70
US IN 298 1.55
US DE 289 1.50
DE US 224 1.17

Investor Target Nb. %

US MX 172 0.90
GB DE 169 0.88
DE CN 166 0.86
FR US 150 0.78
US AU 144 0.75
US FR 141 0.73
AU US 140 0.73
GB ES 130 0.68

Notes: In italics country pairs within the same linguistic group, excluded from the analysis.

between migrants from countries in the same linguistic group. For example, we can-
not tell whether a manager with an English name and/or surname working for a com-
pany investing in the United States comes from the target country or from another
English-speaking one (such as Great Britain or Australia). Hence, we run the risk of
introducing too many false positives in our calculation of Managers from target.
For this reason, we will check our results by re-running our baseline regressions after
dropping from our sample all the investments directed to English-speaking countries.

Similar concerns apply to other linguistic groups, chiefly the Spanish-speaking,
but also the German-, French- and Chinese-speaking ones. Here again, we will check
our results by dropping investments directed to one or another group (or several at
once) from our sample.

Tables 2 and 3 report descriptive statistics for M&As and GIs Top-10 FDI cor-
ridors, investor and target countries.
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Table 2: Top 10 M&As corridors and countries (retained for analysis)

Top corridors Top countries
Investor Target Nb. % Investor Nb. % Target Nb. %

US DE 130 2.29 US 1037 18.3 US 236 8.81
US CN 100 1.76 GB 860 15.2 DE 435 7.66
US FR 86 1.52 FR 437 7.70 ES 310 5.46
GB DE 86 1.52 SE 419 7.38 CN 298 5.25
GB ES 83 1.46 NL 367 6.47 GB 282 4.97
US IL 78 1.37 DE 303 5.34 NL 247 4.35
US NL 69 1.22 AU 262 4.62 FR 244 4.30
FR US 68 1.20 JP 230 4.05 IT 236 4.16
GB NL 66 1.16 CA 222 3.91 SE 192 3.38
GB FR 63 1.11 KR 182 3.21 IN 163 2.87

Table 3: Top 10 GIs corridors and countries (retained for analysis)

Top corridors Top countries
Investor Target Nb % Investor Nb % Target Nb %

US IN 246 3.12 US 1807 22.9 CN 810 10.3
US CN 226 2.86 DE 1140 14.4 DE 595 7.54
DE US 164 2.08 GB 842 10.7 IN 583 7.39
US DE 159 2.01 FR 828 10.5 US 564 7.15
US MX 147 1.86 NL 385 4.88 MX 390 4.94
DE CN 147 1.86 KR 345 4.37 ES 276 3.50
GB DE 83 1.05 ES 320 4.05 BR 256 3.24
FR US 82 1.04 CH 306 3.88 PL 230 2.91
US SG 79 1.00 SE 220 2.79 SG 221 2.80
FR CN 77 0.98 DK 200 2.53 GB 218 2.76
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4 Empirical Strategy
Our empirical strategy relies on building a case-control matched sample of FDIs

targeting a set of countries Z (z=1...Z), and on using it to test whether companies
with managers from country z are more likely to choose it as a destination invest-
ment, relative to similar companies that have undertaken similar investments at the
same time. (For similar sampling schemes, see: Frey and Hussinger, 2006; Hall,
1988; Hussinger, 2010; Stellner, 2015; Useche et al., 2020).

We first establish this primary effect by means of a set of baseline model esti-
mates, which address first and foremost hypothesis H1, but with some implications
for hypothesis H3a as well. We then move on to explore a number of the moderating
variables, which address hypotheses H2 and H3a,b.

4.1 Baseline model

Based on the data sample described in section 3, we consider I focal investments
(cases; i = 1. . . I) taking place at any year t from 2013 to 2019, each of which
involves an investor firm j from country w and a target country z. From the same
sample, and for each investment i, we select one or more control investment Ci (with
Ci ≥1 and ci=1...Ci), such that each ci:

• occurs in the same year and sector as i, belongs to the same size class, and is
of the same type (establishment mode: GI versus M&A);7

• is undertaken by an investor company in the same country, sector of activity,
and size class as j;8

• ci’s target country is not z (that is, the target countries of case and control
investments must differ).

7We define the size classes of the investments by considering their entire value range in OCI
and splitting it in quintiles. Each quintile corresponts to a class.

8In order to define the size classes of the investors, we rely on Orbis classification. This splits
companies in four size classes, ranging from very large to small. The classes are defined on the
basis of four size measures (not all of which are available for each firm), namely: Operating Revenue
(OPRE), total assets (TOAS), number of employees (EMPL) and whether they are publicly listed or
not. Very large companies are those match at least one of the following conditions: i) OPRE≥100
mio EUR; ii) TOAS ≥200 mio EUR; iii) EMPL ≥1,000 or iv) they are listed. The remaining
companies are classified as: large if they match at least one of the following conditions: i) OPRE≥10
mio EUR; ii) TOAS ≥20 mio EUR; iii) EMPL ≥150. Those that are neither very large nor large
are classified as medium sized if one of following holds: i) OPRE≥1 mio EUR; ii) TOAS ≥2 mio
EUR; iii) EMPL ≥15; and as small otherwise.
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Notice that when several control investments by the same company in the same
target country satisfy these conditions, we retain only one investment (i.e., one
control, which we extract randomly). Notice also that, when it comes to GIs, we
both use the matching scheme just described and experiment with an alternative
one, based on the investment motives as an additional criteria.9

We combine the case and control investments into our regression sample. After
removing investments for which we could not find a control, we remain with 4348
observations, of which 3641 GIs (of which 1193 cases and 2268 controls) and 887
M&As (359 cases and 528 controls). Each observation in the regression sample
consists of an investment n (n=1...N), where n may be either a case (it comes from
the set of focal investments I) or a control (it comes from the control set C, with
C = C1 ∪C2 ∪ ...∪CI). Our dependent variable is FDIn(j,w,z), which takes value 1
for cases and 0 for controls.10

Our baseline equation is then as follows:

FDIn(j,w,z,t) = αManagers from target(j,z,t−1)+
+βSubsidiary in target(j,z,t−1)+

+µj + υs + φ(w−z) + γt + εi

(1)

where Managers from target(j,z,t−1) and Subsidiary in target(j,z,t−1) are re-
spectively our variable of interest and a key control; µj , υs, γt, and φ(w−z) are fixed
effects for, respectively: investors, target sector, investment years, and country pairs
(to which we will also refer as “corridors”); and εn is a random error term.

Managers from target(j,z,t−1) consists of a dummy variable taking value 1 if
the investor j employs, one year before the investment, at least one manager from
the case investment target country z, and 0 otherwise. Its value depends on the
linguistic analysis of the managers’ names and surnames we describe in section 3
and in Appendix B.

9To this end, we first aggregate the original motives reported by OCI in five classes, four of
which are based on Dunning (1994) (namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-seeking
investments) and a fifth one collects residual motives (less than 8% of cases). We then drop all the
observations for which the investment motives are not reported or that report motives falling in
the last category, and match on the four others. This comes at a considerable cost in terms of lost
observations, which explains why we use it only as an alternative matching scheme.

10Notice that, for sake of simplicity, we use j to refer indifferently to the investor company in cases
and controls. As for w, this is - by construction - the same for each case and its controls. Instead,
z always refers to the target country of cases, that of controls being different by construction.
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As for Subsidiary in target(j,z,t−1), it takes value 1 if investor j had already
invested in country z at any time before t, and 0 otherwise. Based on the literature
review in section 2, Subsidiary in target is likely to both carry a positive sign and
be correlated with our key explanatory variable, so that its omission would induce a
positive estimation bias. In particular, companies already active in country z may
be more likely than others both to reinvest there and to hire locally. Some of the
local managers may then climb the hierarchical ladder, which implies moving to
the company headquarters in country w as well as ending up in one of the apical
positions we consider (the case of Albert Bourla and Pfizer, with which we opened
this paper, is an exemplary one). This intuition is supported by some research on
nationality diversity in TMTs, which shows a correlation between the latter and the
degree of internationalization of companies (Luo, 2005; Greve et al., 2009; Nielsen
and Nielsen, 2010).

Investor fixed effects µj are meant to capture any unobserved, time-invariant
factor affecting the relationship that each company j in our sample may entertain
with z (such as intense trading or non-equity investments). Similarly, for target
sector fixed effects υs, we consider that z could be more relevant as a target country
for some sectors than for others, or to be contended by companies in the same sector
for strategic reasons. With year fixed effect γt, we try instead to capture any shock
that may at the same time favour investments in and migration from z. As for
corridor fixed effects φ(w−z), they control for any form of non-observable physical,
institutional or cultural proximity (or distance) between w and z, which may favour
(or limit) complementary exchanges of goods, services, capital, and population.
To the extent that these forms of proximity (or distance) evolve rather slowly, we
consider them to be time invariant over our observation period.

One drawback of controlling for corridor fixed effects is that it makes impos-
sible to insert explicitly in the regression all the observable measures of proximity
(distance), which are also time invariant and may both be interesting per se and
moderate the effect of our variable of interest. Hence, in an alternative set of speci-
fications, we remove such fixed effects and make room for some variables of interest.
In particular, we consider:

- Migrants from target(w,z,t−1), which indicates the stock of migrants from z

in country w, as a percentage of w’s total population in 2010, that is three
years before our observation period (source: OECD’s DIOC 2010-11 dataset;
Arslan et al., 2016). The presence of a sizeable community of migrants from z

in w makes both easier and more attractive for w’s companies to invest in z,
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while increasing the probability that the same companies will have a founder
or manager issued from the z’s diaspora in w (Saxenian, 2007). For symmetry
reasons, we also considerMigrants to target(w,z,t−1), which indicates the stock
of migrants from w in country z, as a percentage of its total population in 2010.
In this case it is migrants from w in z who may increase the attractiveness or
the ease of investing in z (Hernandez, 2014; Li et al., 2019).

- Physical distance and Common border, which we consider complementary
measures of the distance (proximity) between countries w and z and whose
estimated coefficients we expect to bear, respectively, a negative and positive
sign. The former measures the distance in kilometers between each country’s
most populated cities. The latter takes value 1 when the two countries share
at least one common border (0 otherwise).

- Linguistic proximity, Colonial ties and Cultural distance, which provide
complementary measures of non-physical distance (proximity) between coun-
tries w and z. The first two variables come from the GeoDist database,
which is widely used for international trade studies based on gravity mod-
els.11 Linguistic proximity is based on the lexical similarity scores produced
by Melitz and Toubal (2014) for a large number of language pairs. We expect
its coefficient to take a positive sign, as in the large number of international
trade studies that have made use of it. However, we must notice that, in such
studies, Linguistic proximity takes value zero when two countries share the
same official language, which, by construction, is never the case in our sample.
As for Colonial ties, it is a dummy variable taking value one for countries
with a shared colonial past, which are likely to have similar legal and/or ad-
ministrative institutions. Again, we expect it to carry a positive sign, with the
caveat that all pairs of countries with both a shared colonial past and the same
official language do not appear in our sample. Finally, Cultural distance is
an Euclidean measure calculated by Kogut and Singh (1988), based on the six
cultural dimensions proposed by Hofstede (1984). Albeit some more recent
alternatives exist (see: Berry et al., 2010; Beugelsdijk et al., 2018) we opted
for the measure still most in use in the IB literature. We expect its coefficient
to carry a negative sign.

11GeoDist is produced by CEPII, the Centre d’études prospectives et d’informations interna-
tionales based in Paris. For a full description of its contents, including those we use, see: Mayer
and Zignago (2011). More info at: http://www.cepii.fr/cepii/en/bdd_modele/presentation.
asp?id=6, last visited in January 2022.
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We estimate our equations by means of linear probability models with high-
dimensional fixed effects (Correia et al., 2020). Other estimation methods (such as
maximum likelihood) would be computationally too cumbersome, when combined
with our fixed-effects structure.

4.2 Moderating variables

After estimating our baseline model and establishing the primary effects of our in-
terest, we modify equation 1 by inserting a number of moderating variables, one at
a time. The variables may refer to the characteristics of the investment i, the target
country z or the distance between the latter and the investor’s country w. In all
regressions we maintain the entire battery of fixed effects we discussed above, includ-
ing corridor fixed effects. This makes it impossible to directly insert the moderating
variables in the regression, as this would cause perfect collinearity. Hence, we first
transform each moderating variable into a pair of binary ones, each pair member
representing a different set of values or properties (such as Low vs High or absent vs
present). We then interact each variable in the pair with Managers from target.
In this way we obtain, for each moderating variable, a pair of estimated coefficients
that we compare by means of a Wald test.

For what concerns the characteristics of target countries z, we consider the qual-
ity of their institutions and the level of per-capita income, as follows:

- Low vs High Institutional quality. We consider the institutional qual-
ity scores produced by Kunčič (2014), who compiles three continuous, time-
invariant institutional quality indexes for legal, political and economic insti-
tutions, starting from more than 30 indicators. We these three continuous
variables into a dummy one which takes value 1 if a country has a score above
the median for all three indexes.

- Low/Middle vsHigh Percapita income. We consider the World Bank Group’s
classification to define low-income status based on gross national income (GNI)
per capita, where countries are assigned the low/middle category if their GNI
per capita is between $1,046 and $4,095 and to the High one if they have a
GNI per capita of $4,096 or more.12

As for the sector of investment (Investment sector), we consider both its in-
trinsic characteristics and its relationship with the sector of activity of the investor

12More info at: https://datahelpdesk.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/906519, last
visited in January 2022.
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companies, as follows:

- Different vs Same sector. We compare each investor j’s sector of activity to
the sector of investme i, both being based on the OCI sectoral classification
discussed in section 3.

- Low vs Medium/High Technology sector. We consider Eurostat’s aggrega-
tion of the manufacturing industry according to technological intensity and
based on NACE Rev.2 3-digits level. Eurostat classifies NACE codes in four
categories, we assign sectors in our data to Medium/High Technology if
they belong to Eurostat’s “high-” and “medium-high-technology” categories
and to Low Technology if they belong to Eurostat’s “medium-low” and “low-
technology” categories. 13

- Non−R&D vs R&D− related sector. We identify R&D related investments
based on the OCI sectoral classification discussed in section 3. We assign to the
R&D category those investments belonging to OCI sector “R&D Laboratories”.

We finally reconsider the various distance and/or proximity measures between
investor’s and target countries w and z discussed in section 4.1. First, we retain as
such the two binary variables Colonial ties and Common border (each of which gen-
erate a Y es vs No pair of variables). Second, we transform both Cultural distance
and Linguistic proximity into pairs of Low vs High variables by splitting them at
their median value.

Tables C.5, C.6 and C.7 in the Appendix present summary statistics of our
dependent and focal variables, together with all the controls, separately for the
M&As and GIs samples.

5 Results

5.1 Baseline results

Table 4 presents our estimates of equation 1. In column (1) we report the results
of our regression on the full sample of FDIs, while columns (2) and (3) refer, re-
spectively, to split regressions for M&As and GIs. In all columns we control for

13More info at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=
Glossary:High-tech_classification_of_manufacturing_industries, last visited in January
2022.
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Subsidiary in target as well as for the full battery of fixed effects discussed in
section 4.

Table 4: Baseline results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
All M&As GIsa GIsb

Managers from target 0.0543 0.454*** -0.00537 0.196*
(0.0379) (0.131) (0.0401) (0.112)

Subsidiary in target 0.146*** 0.306** 0.125*** 0.257*
(0.0386) (0.130) (0.0420) (0.132)

Observations 4348 887 3461 719
R2 0.108 0.143 0.111 0.095
Investor FE X X X X

Year FE X X X X

Target’s sector FE X X X X

Corridor FE X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.
a The sample is obtained using the basic matching scheme, described in section
4.1.
b The sample is obtained using the modified matching scheme, which includes
investment motives among the matching variables and excludes all GIs that are
neither resource-, market-, efficiency-, nor asset-seeking (see section 4.1).

The estimated coefficient for Managers from target is positive but not signif-
icant for the whole FDI sample (column 1), while it is positive and large for the
M&As sample (column 2). For the GI sample (column 3), our focal coefficient is
not statistically significant. As for Subsidiary in target it is always positive and
significant, as expected.

Taken together, these results suggest that migrant managers exert a consider-
able influence on the companies’ investment location choices for operations involving
M&A. On average, a company with a manager from country z has 0.45 more prob-
ability to pick an acquisition target there, rather than elsewhere, compared to a
company with no foreign managers or foreign managers from other countries.

Concerning GIs (column 3), we explain the absence of any migrant manager-
effect first and foremost with a sampling problem. In fact, the GI sample is much
larger than the M&A one, but also much more heterogeneous with respect to the
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strategic objectives pursued by the investors. Hence, in column (4) we dig further on
the null result we get for GIs in column (3) by re-sampling our data and including the
investment motives among the matching criteria, as explained in section 4.1. The
increased strictness of the matching criteria, combined with the many missing values
of the new matching variable, reduce the number of observations considerably (from
almost 3500 to little more than 700). Our results, however, change in the expected
direction, as the coefficient of Managers from target both increases (with respect
to that in column 3) and becomes significant. Still, it remains smaller than for
M&As and with a p-value close to 0.10. In table C.1 in the Appendix we report
more results for GIs, showing that this change is not induced by the smaller sample.

These results are in line with hypothesis H1 and lend some support to hypothesis
H3a, to the extent that we consider M&As to be, on average, more complex oper-
ations than GIs, at least for what concerns the interaction with the target country
(as discussed in section 2).

The results from table 4 do not change with replacing the corridors’ fixed effects
with some of their observable characteristics, as listed in section 4.1. In table 5
column (1) and (2) refer (as well as in the remaining of the paper), respectively,
to our original M&A sample and to the restricted GI one (based on investment
motives).

For both M&As and GIs, the estimated coefficient for our variable of interest
Managers from target remains substantially unaltered and maintains the same
level of significance. As for the new controls they are never significant for GIs (also
Subsidiary in target becomes insignificant, which witnesses of the caution we must
exercise when interpreting results for GIs). For M&As, instead, the coefficients for
Migrants to target and Common border are significant and carry the expected
sign; the same holds for Subsidiary in target. Instead, contrary to our a priori
Migrants from target carries a negative sign and is highly significant. This may
depend on the composition of our sample, which include many (w,z) corridors in
which z is a less developed country with has many migrants in w, but does attract
FDIs due to its weak economic and political fundamentals. Also contrary to our
expectations, Linguistic proximity and Physical distance carry a positive posi-
tive sign and are significant, albeit weakly. The coefficients for Colonial ties and
Cultural distance are not significant.

In tables 6 and 7 we run a number of robustness checks. In particular, we
test whether our results may depend on the size of the FDIs we consider and in
particular on a few, very large outliers. The larger the investment, in fact, the larger
the personal say of top managers. Specifically, foreign managers from the target
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Table 5: Baseline results without corridor FE, M&As and GIs

(1) (2)
M&As GIs

Managers from target 0.415*** 0.154*
(0.0817) (0.0880)

Subsidiary in target 0.177** 0.104
(0.0799) (0.0860)

Migrants to target 0.0742* 0.00646
(0.0433) (0.0163)

Migrants from target -0.129*** -0.0363
(0.0318) (0.0236)

Colonial ties -0.0117 -0.0216
(0.0358) (0.0263)

Common border 0.126** -0.00725
(0.0591) (0.0531)

Physical distance 0.00619* -0.00694
(0.00369) (0.00767)

Linguistic proximity -0.129* -0.199
(0.0691) (0.146)

Cultural distance 0.0118 0.00924
(0.0101) (0.0141)

Observations 758 616
R2 0.151 0.120
Fixed Effects X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.10.
The GIs sample is obtained using the modified match-
ing scheme, which includes investment motives among the
matching variables and excludes all investments that are
neither resource-, market-, efficiency-, nor asset-seeking
(see section 4.1).
The lower number of observations with respect to table
4 is due to missing values for some of the corridors.
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country may possibly have the right local contacts or personal prestige to smooth
out resistance to acquisitions of sensitive targets (such as national champions) or
the installation of large facilities. Accordingly, we categorize observations in both
the M&A and the GIs samples according to the size quintiles they belong to (where
size is the value of the investment, either M&A or GI); and proceed to re-run our
regressions for increasingly smaller samples, which we obtain by subtracting one
quintile at a time, starting from the top one.

Column (1) in both tables 6 and 7 are identical, respectively, to columns (2) and
(4) in table 4. As for columns from (2) to (5), they refer to increasingly smaller
samples as well as smaller investments. In the case of M&As (table 6), the estimated
coefficient for Managers from target remains substantially unchanged as long as
we keep in the sample the third quintile from top (column (3)), then it reduces
sharply and loses significance. In the case of GIs (table 7) the same coefficient seems
instead to increase along with the reduction of the investment size. We interpret
the result for M&A as confirming that the managers’ importance in determining
the deal, including their influence on the location choice, increases with the size of
the investment. This lends some support to hypothesis H3a, while being contrary
to hypothesis H3b. As for GIs, the opposite seems to hold, but - once again - we
need to read the results with caution (notice that, once again, Subsidiary in target
becomes insignificant). At the same time, for both M&As and GIs, we are reassured
that our results do not depend exclusively on any outlier.14

In table 8 and 9 we run a country-related robustness check. In particular, we
investigate whether our results, for M&As and GIs respectively, may depend on
some specific investment corridors, in particular those in which the target country z
belongs to a large linguistic group, for which our name-based strategy for identifying
migrant managers may be weaker. The check consists in re-running our baseline re-
gression (that of column (2) and (4) in table 4) after dropping from the sample all the
investments in countries which belong to a certain linguistic group. For both M&As
and GIs, the only meaningful change in the coefficient for Managers from target

occurs in column (1), when we drop the investments in English-speaking coun-
tries. Still, the order of magnitude does not change. In the case of M&As the
coefficient remains unaltered after dropping either English-, Spanish-, French- or
German-speaking countries.

14In tables C.2 and C.3 in the Appendix we perform the opposite exercise, namely we drop
from our sample first the smallest operations, then the larger ones. The estimated coefficient for
Managers from target, it just loses significance when the sample becomes very small and the
standard errors increase.
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Table 6: Baseline results for M&As; robustness check for investment size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
All w/o top Q w/o top-2 Q w/o top-3 Q w/o top-4 Q

Managers from target 0.454*** 0.517*** 0.573*** 0.290 0.303
(0.131) (0.169) (0.217) (0.287) (0.324)

Subsidiary in target 0.306** 0.378*** 0.486*** 0.666*** 0.915***
(0.130) (0.140) (0.166) (0.185) (0.246)

Observations 887 703 529 414 298
R2 0.143 0.162 0.170 0.174 0.212
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Here “Q” stands for “quintile”.

Table 7: Baseline results for GIs; robustness check for investment size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
All w/o top Q w/o top-2 Q w/o top-3 Q w/o top-4 Q

Managers from target 0.196* 0.290** 0.317** 0.395** 0.294*
(0.112) (0.130) (0.144) (0.154) (0.171)

Subsidiary in target 0.257* 0.184 0.024 0.112 -0.212
(0.132) (0.162) (0.174) (0.198) (0.229)

Observations 719 591 507 383 272
R2 0.095 0.101 0.103 0.101 0.093
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Here “Q” stands for “quintile”.
The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme, described in section 4.1. From the matched
GIs sample obtained with this scheme, we then keep only the observations for which the investment motive
belongs to any of the classes based on Dunning (1994) (namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-
seeking investments).
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Table 8: Baseline results for M&As; robustness check for target countries in selected
linguistic groups

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
w/o English w/o Spanish w/o French w/o German w/o All

Managers from target 0.385*** 0.454*** 0.429*** 0.491*** 0.424**
(0.135) (0.131) (0.147) (0.137) (0.186)

Subsidiary in target 0.376*** 0.306** 0.372*** 0.324** 0.487***
(0.133) (0.130) (0.131) (0.134) (0.178)

Observations 811 887 814 805 479
R2 0.154 0.143 0.174 0.171 0.297
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.

Table 9: Baseline results for GIs; robustness check for target countries in selected
linguistic groups

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
w/o English w/o Spanish w/o French w/o German w/o All

Managers from target 0.181 0.196* 0.202* 0.274** 0.176
(0.111) (0.112) (0.113) (0.117) (0.156)

Subsidiary in target 0.277** 0.257* 0.246* 0.346** 0.256
(0.131) (0.132) (0.135) (0.142) (0.176)

Observations 703 719 709 638 538
R2 0.097 0.095 0.096 0.173 0.229
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.
The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme, described in section 4.1. From the matched
GIs sample obtained with this scheme, we then keep only the observations for which the investment motive
belongs to any of the classes based on Dunning (1994) (namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-seeking
investments).
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Finally, one last robustness check concerns our choice of managers. In partic-
ular, we consider the possibility of having wrongly considered too many managers
as being influential with respect to FDI location decisions. Hence we re-estimate
our baseline model after considering only managers in the Board of Directors. Our
results do not change (see the table C.4 in the Appendix).

5.2 Moderating variables

Tables 10 and 11 investigate the moderating variables that may affect the migrant
manager effect. Each pair of lines in the two tables replicates our baseline estimation
with fixed effects (respectively for M&As and GIs), with the addition of two controls
obtained by interacting our key variable of interest (Managers from target; which
the tables indicate, for short, as MFT ) and the two values or levels of each mod-
erating variables (as explained in section 4.2). The estimated coefficients for each
pair of interactions are then compared by means of a Wald test, with the hypothesis
tested being the equality of the coefficients, that is the irrelevance of the moderating
variable.

The first line in table 10 shows, for the case of M&As, that the migrant manager
effect is inversely proportional to the institutional quality of the target country. This
is because the coefficient for the interaction term between Managers from target

and Institutional quality is larger when the latter is Low rather than High; and the
Wald test rejects the null hypothesis of the two interaction terms having identical
coefficients. This goes in the direction of supporting hypothesis H2. The same
applies to Linguistic proximity (bottom pair of lines), as migrant managers are
statistically more relevant when the investor and target countries are farther apart.
Yet, the remaining interactions lead to inconclusive results, as the Wald test never
rejects the hypothesis of identical coefficients for the pair of interaction terms. As
a matter of fact, all the coefficient pairs but one (for Investment sector) have
the expected relationship, with the difference between the two often being large.
However, the standard errors are also large, possibly due to the limited sample size.

As per table 11 on GIs, results are much less conclusive, as coefficients are esti-
mated more imprecisely and do not allow to single out under what conditions the for-
eign manager effect is larger. For example, when considering the Investent sector,
we get the expected result for Low versus Medium/High, but the contrary one for
non−R&D vs R&D − related.

Overall, our results concerning the effects of various distance measures between
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Table 10: Testing for moderating effects, M&As

Coef. Std. Err. Wald Prob. R2 Obs.

MFT (Institutional quality: Low) 0.909*** -0.208
6.172 0.013 0.152 887

MFT (Institutional quality: High) 0.264* -0.160

MFT (Per-capita income: High) 0.325* -0.177
1.614 0.205 0.147 887

MFT (Per-capita income: Low) 0.634*** -0.177

MFT (Investment sector: Different) 0.410** -0.191
0.068 0.795 0.143 887

MFT (Investment sector: Same) 0.469*** -0.152

MFT (Investment sector: Low Tech) 0.405*** -0.143
0.840 0.360 0.144 887

MFT (Investment sector: Medium/High Tech) 0.652*** -0.242

MFT (Investment sector: non-RD related) 0.451*** -0.136
0.013 0.908 0.143 887

MFT (Investment sector: RD related) 0.502 -0.422

MFT (Colonial ties: No) 0.510*** -0.146
1.053 0.305 0.145 887

MFT (Colonial ties: Yes) 0.204 -0.268

MFT (Common border: No) 0.494*** -0.129
1.753 0.186 0.149 887

MFT (Common border: Yes) -0.418 -0.678

MFT (Cultural distance: High) 0.531*** -0.171
0.282 0.596 0.163 799

MFT (Cultural distance: Low) 0.395* -0.202

MFT (Linguistic proximity: Low) 0.835*** -0.180
5.289 0.022 0.154 887

MFT (Linguistic proximity: High) 0.288* -0.162

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Subsidiary in target included in all models.
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Table 11: Testing for moderating effects, GIs

Coef. Std. Err. Wald Prob. R2 Obs.

MFT (Institutional quality: Low) 0.315** -0.132
0.062 0.803 0.105 719

MFT (Institutional quality: High) 0.266 -0.166

MFT (Per-capita income: High) 0.028 -0.150
2.171 0.142 0.100 719

MFT (Per-capita income: Low) 0.288** -0.133

MFT (Investment sector: Different) -0.154 -0.187
4.988 0.026 0.106 719

MFT (Investment sector: Same) 0.324** -0.128

MFT (Investment sector: Low Tech) 0.145 -0.121
2.824 0.094 0.099 719

MFT (Investment sector: Medium/High Tech) 0.564** -0.225

MFT (Investment sector: non-RD related) 0.246** -0.110
58.418 0.000 0.117 719

MFT (Investment sector: RD related) -1.310*** -0.187

MFT (Colonial ties: No) 0.196 -0.126
0.051 0.821 0.094 719

MFT (Colonial ties: Yes) 0.134 -0.240

MFT (Common border: No) 0.200* -0.112
0.093 0.761 0.095 719

MFT (Common border: Yes) -0.081 -0.919

MFT (Cultural distance: High) 0.140 -0.148
0.345 0.557 0.119 627

MFT (Cultural distance: Low) 0.255 -0.162

MFT (Linguistic proximity: Low) 0.166 -0.145
0.112 0.739 0.095 719

MFT (Linguistic proximity: High) 0.229 -0.147

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10. Subsidiary in target included in all models.
The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme, described in section 4.1. From the matched GIs sample
obtained with this scheme, we then keep only the observations for which the investment motive belongs to any of the classes
based on Dunning (1994) (namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-seeking investments).
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the investor and target countries lend some support to hypothesis H2 for the case
of M&As, but not for GIs. Results for H3a,b are not conclusive, to the extent
that we get no significant Wald tests for M&As, and contradictory results for GIs.
This leaves the door open to the possibility that migrant managers may favour
investments in their home countries for a mix of reasons, including both their role
as information providers and brokers and their personal preferences. On the other
hand, the greater strength of our baseline results for M&As versus GIs still speaks
in favour of hypothesis H3a.

6 Conclusions
The positive relationship between international migration and capital flows,

which is well established as a macro phenomenon, passes through multiple chan-
nels and actors. In this paper we have investigated to what extent one of this
channel is internal to companies and in particular whether foreign managers are
the main actors of it, by reducing uncertainty and providing relevant knowledge for
investments directed to their home countries.

To do so, we have exploited a large dataset on cross-border FDIs and found a
creative way to combine it with ethnic analysis of managers’ names and surnames,
conditional on each investment corridor. The ensuing econometric results point
at the existence of a remarkable “migrant manager effect”, by which companies
employing at least a foreign manager from a potential target country are significantly
more likely to invest there rather an elsewhere.

This effect is stronger for M&As than GIs, which we attribute to the higher com-
plexity, on average, of M&A operations. It also appears to grow with the size of the
deals. This goes in the direction of confirming that managers, when affecting their
companies’ location choice, do so on the basis of market-specific expertise (Meinen
et al., 2018) and facilitate transfer of knowledge among firms (Cho, 2018), rather
just acting on the basis of their own preferences for more familiar locations, in which
they may also have personal interests. Further evidence in this direction consists
in the finding that the “migrant manager effect” is stronger when the investor and
target countries are located far apart, both physically and linguistically, and when
target country’s institutional and economic environment is weak. Once again, our
results M&As and GIs differ, with these moderating effects holding for the former
but not for the latter.

Were they confirmed by further research, these results would have a number of
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both economic and managerial implications. They suggest that the international
mobility of managers may result in an overall increase of international capital flows.
To the extent that the migrant manager effect is based on an increased availability of
information, knowledge and business contacts, we may think of it as creating more
investment opportunities, rather than simply diverting some investments from some
locations to the foreign managers’ home countries. This gives one further reason
to policy-makers in both the migrants’ home and host countries for regarding with
favour the international mobility of highly skilled, successful individuals such Pfizer’s
CEO Albert Bourla (for the many other reasons, see: Docquier and Rapoport, 2012).
Similarly, for MNEs, this is one further reason for recruiting abroad and opening up
their TMT to foreign talent (Nielsen and Nielsen, 2013).

For progress to be made, two types of data would turn out to be very useful.
First, we need more accurate data on managers’ country origins. These should
include nationality, but not only that, since migrants acquiring their host countries’
nationality and/or second generation migrants may also matter for our analysis.
Hence, we would also need data on countries of birth or further advances in name
analysis like ours. One advantage of getting this type of information is that it would
allow us to avoid dropping FDIs taking place between countries whose populations
we cannot distinguish on the basis of linguistic analysis.

Second, more data on the investment features (motives and requirements of
local knowledge and contacts) would help too.They would allow to dig deeper on the
possibility, which we could not entirely exclude, that managers’ personal preferences
for and interests in their home countries matter. On personal preferences, research
has so far uncovered those that play against specific locations, while in the case of
the migrant manager effect we would like to know more those that play in favour
of the managers’ home countries. As for personal interests, inspiration can come
from the vast literature on foreign diaspora’s interventions in the home countries’
affairs (Saxenian, 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Kenney et al., 2013); as well as from the
media accounts on returnee businessmen turning business or political leaders (last in
order, the election of Kiril Petkov and Assen Vassilev as, respectively, prime minister
and finance minister of Bulgaria; see: Economist, 2021). Notice that, were these
phenomena proved relevant, they would attenuate the positive view of the migrant
manager effect we have upheld in this paper. At the company level, what appear
as a contribution to better decision-making, could instead turn out to be a decision
bias.
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Appendices
A Data information

Table A.1: OCI project motives description

Classification Project Motives Description Nb. Share

Asset-seeking Government Support
The company has cited non-financial support from the local
IPA or government body as a reason for locating there.

166 3.09%

Asset-seeking Technology & Innovation
A company has identified a location as being an area of high
innovation, development and technology advances.

198 3.69%

Asset-seeking Industry Cluster
The company identifies the location as having multiple sim-
ilar companies or companies working on similar projects in
the area.

153 2.85%

Asset-seeking Universities or Researchers
a company has decided to locate in a city or country to be
close to institutions of research and learning.

128 2.38%

Efficiency-seeking Market Access
The company has identified a location as beneficial due to
its location being close to existing customers and potential
clients.

1183 22.02%

Efficiency-seeking Transport & Utility Infrastructure

The company has identified the location as being easily ac-
cessible by any method of transport and also having good
physical utilities infrastructure, including electricity grids,
water works etc.

169 3.15%

Efficiency-seeking Location Attractiveness
The company has identified the country or city’s general
attractiveness as a place to be located.

125 2.33%

Efficiency-seeking Real Estate Availability
The company has identified a building, business park etc.
as the reason for locating itself in the area.

28 0.52%

Efficiency-seeking Supply Chain
The company cites a location as being desirable because its
suppliers are close by.

162 3.02%

Efficiency-seeking Language Availability
The company has stated that a multilingual workforce in
the area was one of the reasons to establish itself there.

13 0.24%

Efficiency-seeking ICT Infrastructure
The company has identified the location’s internet or tele-
coms infrastructure as the reason for locating itself there.

35 0.65%

Market-seeking Domestic Market Potential
The company has identified that demand in this mar-
ket/country/city is growing or is on the cusp of growth.

1950 36.29%

Resource-seeking Skilled Workforce Availability
The company has stated that a qualified, skilled or appropri-
ately educated workforce in the area was one of the reasons
it chose to establish itself there.

579 10.78%

Resource-seeking Lower Costs
The company identifies lower cost labor or other resources
when compared to competing locations.

58 1.08%

Resource-seeking Natural Resources
The company has cited the natural resources the locality has
to offer as a factor in its decision to locate itself there.

32 0.60%

NA Business Environment
The company has identified the wider economic and political
climate in the country as a reason to locate there.

388 7.22%

NA Taxation
A company highlights the attractiveness of the local taxation
structure in relation to corporate tax planning

2 0.04%

NA Access to Finance
A company has identified the ability to raise significant
money by being listed in the location as a key reason for
choosing to invest there.

4 0.07%

The classification is based upon Dunning (1994).
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Table A.2: Share of managers by position

Position Percent

Administration Department 1.92
Advisory Board 0.83
Audit Committee 1.06
Board Of Directors 20.33
Branch Office 0.29
Corporate Social Responsibility Committee 0.02
Chairman’s Committee 0.00
Corporate Governance Committee 0.21
Customer Service 1.73
Environment Committee 0.04
Ethics Committee 0.02
Executive Board 1.74
Executive Committee 0.61
Finance & Accounting 4.93
Government & Public Affairs 0.04
Human Resources (HR) 2.64
Health & Safety 0.52
Legal Department 1.47
Marketing & Advertising 2.67
Nomination Committee 0.68
Operations & Production & Manufacturing 4.22
Other Board Or Committee 1.19
Other Or Unspecified Department 17.29
Product/Project/Market Management 2.42
Purchasing & Procurement 1.10
Proxyholders 3.38
Quality Assurance 0.64
Remuneration Committee 0.77
Risk Committee 0.18
Safety Committee 0.06
Sales & Retail 6.71
Senior Management 25.69
Other Specific Positions 1.51
Supervisory Board 1.50
Information Technology (IT) & Information Systems (IS) 5.91
Research & Development / Engineering 8.10

Notes: In bold, apical managers’ positions that we retain for the empirical analysis.
Also note that managers can occupy several positions within the same company.
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Table A.3: Average number of managers per firm, by investor country

Country Nb.

Austria 5.0
Australia 7.3
Belgium 8.9
Canada 10.5
Switzerland 14.3
Chile 8.1
China 2.8
Czechia 3.5
Germany 5.1
Denmark 6.3
Estonia 4.4
Spain 5.1
Finland 6.5
France 6.6
United Kingdom 8.4
Greece 3.0
Hungary 5.6
Ireland 6.8
Israel 6.5
Iceland 4.5
Italy 11.9
Japan 3.7
Republic of Korea 14.0
Luxembourg 6.4
Mexico 5.9
Netherlands 4.6
Norway 6.9
New Zealand 5.8
Poland 3.7
Portugal 7.1
Russian Federation 5.0
Sweden 6.7
Slovenia 6.3
Slovakia 2.7
Turkey 5.0
United States of America 35.7
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B Name analysis
The raw information exploited by IBM-GNR comes from the US Immigration

Authorities archives, which recorded names and nationality of all entrants in the
country throughout the 1990s. Such records allow establishing the diffusion of both
names and surnames both within each country (except the United States) and across
all countries worldwide (except, once again, the United States).

IBM-GNR data library associates each item (a name or a surname) to all coun-
tries in which it appears, along with information - among others - on its frequency
within each country, expressed in percentiles (with 90 being the highest frequency
and 10 the lowest).15

Consider for example the case of a manager called Raijv Fowler, in figure B.1.
IBM-GNR associates the name Rajiv to India, Great Britain, Sri Lanka, the Nether-
lands and a few other countries. While very frequent within India (90th percentile),
however, this name is not that frequent in Great Britain nor in Sri Lanka (where
it belongs to the 50th percentile), and not frequent at all in the Netherlands (10th
percentile). As for the surname Fowler, this is present in seven English-speaking
countries plus Mexico, but it is very frequent (90th percentile) only in Great Britain
and the Bahamas.

We first manipulate these countries of association as follows. We regroup all
same-language speaking countries in groups and assign to each of these linguistic
group the maximum frequency in the group. In the example of figure B.1 the four
English-speaking countries associated to the name Raijv (Great Britain, Trinidad,
Australia and Canada) will be reduced to one generic “English-speaking group” with
frequency in the 50th percentile (that of Great Britain, which is the highest among
the four). In turn, this will reduce the countries or linguistic groups associated to
Rajiv to just four (India, the English-speaking group - in italics, Sri Lanka and the
Netherlands). Similarly, the countries or linguistic groups associated to the surname
Fowler will reduce to two (the English-speaking group and Mexico). Table B.1 lists
all the linguistic groups we created, plus information on their numerosity (more on
this below). 16

15For each item, IBM-GNR also provides information on the cross-country frequency (or “sig-
nificance”, according to IBM-GNR definition), with values from 1 to 100; as well as an accuracy
index, which is based on the absolute frequency of the item in the data library (the higher the
frequency, the higher the score). Details on these other pieces of information, which we do not
use in this paper, can be found in Breschi et al. (2014) and Breschi et al. (2017). IBM-GNR also
provides information on names’ gender, as described in Toole et al. (2019).

16For sake of precision, we must specify that Canada belongs to two linguistic groups, the English
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Table B.1: List of countries by linguistic group

Linguistic Group Country

Arabic
Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya,
Mauritania, Morocco, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Western Sahara, Yemen.

Baltic Latvia, Lithuania.
Chinese China, Hong Kong, Macao, Singapore, Taiwan.
Dutch Belgium, Netherlands, Suriname.

English

Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Bahamas, Barbados,
Belize, Bermuda, Canada, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Do-
minica, Falkland Islands, Australia, Fiji, Grenada, Guernsey,
Guyana, Ireland, Isle of Man, Bahamas, Jamaica, Jersey, Microne-
sia, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Pitcairn, Saint Kitts and Nevis,
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Sint Maarten,
Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, United Kingdom,
United States of America, Virgin Islands (British), Virgin Islands
(U.S.).

Finnic Estonia, Finland.

French
Belgium, Canada, France, French Guiana, French Polynesia, Haiti,
Luxembourg, Monaco, New Caledonia, Réunion, Saint Martin,
Saint Pierre and Miquelon, Switzerland.

German
Austria, Belgium, Germany, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Switzer-
land.

Greek Cyprus, Greece.
Italian Holy See, Italy, San Marino, Switzerland.
Korean North Korea, South Korea.
Malay Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia.

West Scandinavian Faroe Islands, Iceland, Norway, Svalbard and Jan Mayen.
East Scandinavian Denmark, Sweden.

East Slavic Bulgaria, Macedonia.
Persian Afghanistan, Iran.

Portuguese Brazil, Portugal.
Russian Belarus, Russia, Ukraine.

Serbo-Croatian Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia.
Slavic Czechia, Poland, Slovakia.

Spanish

Andorra, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Gibraltar, Guatemala,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto
Rico, Spain, Uruguay, Venezuela.

Turkic
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkey, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan.
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Figure B.1: Example of name analysis conducted trough GNR’s results

Based on such transformation, we create, for each manager in our sample a C
list of his/her most likely countries of origin (where for country of origin we also
refer to all members of a linguistic groups). This will include the all countries in
which his/her name and surname are associated to a frequency equal 90; or, in the
absence of such countries for either the name or the surname, those with the highest
frequency. In figure B.1 the C list for Rajiv Fowler includes all the highlighted
countries, namely India and the English-speaking group.

For each investment i at time t, undertaken by company j from country w

and with target country z, we will retrieve the Cm list we have created for each
of m=1...M working for j at time t − 1 (wehre Cm indicates the C list for man-
ager m). Based on this, we produce the variables Managers from target and
Foreign Managers as follows (see also panels 1a and 1b of figure 1, in the main
text).

Concerning Managers from target, we first create a flag variable for each
manager m working for j at t − 1, which takes value 1 if the manager is a likely
migrant from country z (and 0 otherwise). This is the case for all managers whose
Cm list includes z, but not w. Following with the previous example, we flag as an
Indian migrant any manager named Rajiv Fowler working at time t− 1 for a Swiss
company investing in India at time t (India appears in the manager’s Cm list via

and the French. So, in the example of B.1, what really happens is that Canada both gets absorbed
in the English-speaking group and originates a new group, the French-speaking one, with the same
frequency as Canada. So, to be more precise, the countries or linguistic groups associated to the
name Rajiv are in reality five: India, the English-speaking group, Sri Lanka, the Netherlands and
the French-speaking group.
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the manager’s name, while Switzerland does not appear at all). However, we would
flag the same migrant as a British one, too, had his company invested, at time t−1,
not in India but in Great Britain (indeed, we would have flagged him as a likely
migrant from any English speaking target country).

Instead, any manager named Rajiv Fowler employed by a Swiss company in-
vesting in any country different from India or any members of the English-speaking
group, will never be flagged as a migrant from the target country. Notice that this
excludes also Sri Lanka and the Netherlands, which IBM-GNR associates to the
name Rajiv, but we do not retain in the manager’s C list. Notice also that we
remain indifferent to the possibility that he may be a migrant from anywhere else
or no migrant at all (that is, Swiss).

Table B.2 sums up all these cases concerning our Rajiv Fowler example.

Table B.2: Example of foreign manager identification

Investor’s
manager

Investor’s
country

Target
country

Manager from
target country

FOWLER Rajiv CH IN Yes
FOWLER Rajiv CH GB Yes
FOWLER Rajiv CH NL No
FOWLER Rajiv GB IN No

After flagging in this way all managers working for company j one year before
its investment i at time t, we produce the variable Managers from target, which
takes value 1 if at least one manager is flagged as migrant from the target country
z, and 0 otherwise.

This variable-creation strategy is meant to be conservative, that is to minimize
false positives (mistaking for migrants those who are not), at the price of creating
an unknown quantity of false negatives (missing real migrants). Our main preoccu-
pation in this respect is that we could mistake some members of ethnic minorities
or second-generation migrants in the investor’s country as first-generation migrants
from the target country. The case of Albert Bourla and the Pfizer’s investment in
Thessaloniki, with which we opened up our paper, is illustrative of these concerns.
His Cm list includes both Greece (via its surname) and the English-speaking group
(via its name, whose original spelling is Αλβέρτος in Greek letters and Albertos in
Latin ones, but is transliterated as Albert in our data sources). Being Pfizer located
in the United States, a member of the English-speaking group, we refrain from con-
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sidering Dr.Bourla as a migrant from Greece, due to the presence of the group in
his Cm list, which could be indicative of Dr.Bourla being instead a US native with
Greek ancestry.

Following this logic requires however to impose two restrictions to our sample,
which consists in dropping from it all investments in which the target country z is
a member of the English-speaking group or coincides with the investor’s country w
(including the case of the same language-speaking group as both z and w).

The first exclusion is due to the very large size of the English-speaking group,
which include many disparate countries, including some receiving a substantial
amount of FDIs. This implies that any manager from an English-speaking country
(say, Great Britain) involved in an investment directed to another country of the
same group (say Australia) would be considered a migrant from the target country,
despite the two countries not being the same (and as long as the investor’s country
w does not appear in his/her Cm list, too).

Going back to the above example of Rajiv Fowler employed by a Swiss company,
this means that we will retain him as a migrant from India along with its company’s
investment there; while we would drop from our sample the same company’s invest-
ments to any English speaking country, so to avoid creating any false negative (as
in the case of Rajiv Fowler being a native of Great Britain and the target country
being Australia or Canada.

Other large linguistic groups may indeed create the same problem as the English-
speaking one (for example, the Spanish-speaking group comprises all Latin America
except Brasil, plus Spain). For this reason, in the paper, we experiment with drop-
ping from our sample also the investments directed to such groups. In other words,
we drop the observations in which they coincide with the target country z). 17

As for dropping all the investments in which the investor and target countries
w and z belong to the same linguistic group, this is motivated by the fact that, by
construction, no manager could appear as a migrant from the target country (w and
z always coincide).

Concerning the Foreign Managers variable in panel 1b, this is meant to indicate
which managers working for j at t− 1 are likely to be migrants, regardless of their
country of origin. We do not use this flag as input to our regression, but only for

17Notice that the same linguistic groups, including the English one, do not pose problem when
they coincide with the investor’s country w. On the contrary, in this case, the high probability of
the managers’ Cm list to include the linguistic group reduces the probability of considering him/her
a migrant from the target country z, which goes in the direction of reducing the false positives, as
we wish.
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producing preliminary (and very indicative) descriptive evidence. The procedure
we follow is similar to that for producing Managers from target, but simpler. For
each investment i at time t by company j from country w, we classify as a native
of w each manager m whose Cm list includes w; and we classify as foreign all the
remaining managers, without attempting to assign them a country of origin.

While extremely simple, this procedure creates a large number of false negatives,
namely all managers coming from elsewhere than w, but from a country in the same
linguistic group. The larger the linguistic group, the more severe the expected
downward bias in our estimation of Foreign Managers for companies located in
a member country (for example, no manager whose Cm list includes the English-
speaking group will be considered as a foreign one in the United States or Great
Britain). 18

18The same applies to countries belonging to more than one, possibly large, linguistic group. For
example no German or French or Italian manager will be considered a foreign one in Switzerland.
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C Further results

Table C.1: Baseline results; different matching methods for GIs

(1) (2) (3)
GIsa GIsb1 GIsb2

Managers from target 0.110 0.175 0.196*
(0.0812) (0.109) (0.112)

Subsidiary in target 0.299*** 0.275** 0.257*
(0.0922) (0.127) (0.132)

Observations 1355 745 719
R2 0.147 0.088 0.095
Fixed Effects X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.10.
a The sample is create using the “normal” matching scheme, de-
scribed in section 4.1.
b1 The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme,
described in section 4.1.
b2 From the matched GIs sample obtained with the “alternative”
scheme (b1), we keep only the observations for which the invest-
ment motive belongs to any of the classes based on Dunning (1994)
(namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-seeking invest-
ments).
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Table C.2: Baseline results for M&As; robustness check for investment size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
All w/o bottom Q w/o bottom-2 Q w/o bottom-3 Q w/o bottom-4 Q

Managers from target 0.454*** 0.490*** 0.531*** 0.429** 0.484
(0.131) (0.149) (0.155) (0.207) (0.340)

Subsidiary in target 0.306** 0.150 0.115 0.161 -0.015
(0.130) (0.159) (0.185) (0.230) (0.508)

Observations 887 589 473 358 184
R2 0.143 0.124 0.129 0.113 0.092
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.

Table C.3: Baseline results for GIs; robustness check for investment size

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
All w/o bottom Q w/o bottom-2 Q w/o bottom-3 Q w/o bottom-4 Q

Managers from target 0.196* 0.154 -0.030 -0.049 -0.141
(0.112) (0.152) (0.200) (0.218) (0.335)

Subsidiary in target 0.257* 0.527*** 0.438** 0.763*** 0.612*
(0.132) (0.178) (0.198) (0.247) (0.343)

Observations 719 447 336 212 128
R2 0.095 0.133 0.122 0.167 0.140
Fixed Effects X X X X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.
The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme, described in section 4.1. From the matched GIs sample obtained
with this scheme, we then keep only the observations for which the investment motive belongs to any of the classes based on
Dunning (1994) (namely: resource-, market-, efficiency-, and asset-seeking investments).
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Table C.4: Baseline results; robusteness check for managers in BoD only

(1) (2)
M&As GIs

Managers from target 0.345*** 0.186**
(0.100) (0.0878)

Subsidiary in target 0.138* 0.153**
(0.0713) (0.0775)

Observations 820 616
R2 0.108 0.078
Fixed Effects X X

Notes: Deal clustered SE in parentheses; *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.10.
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Table C.5: Summary statistics, M&As

Mean SD Min Max N

Dependent variable

FDI 0.40 0.49 0 1 887

Independent variables

Managers from target 0.21 0.41 0 1 887

Subsidiary in target 0.29 0.45 0 1 887

Control variables

Migrants to target 0.14 0.30 0 3.09 887

Migrants from target 0.23 0.43 0 4.55 887

Institutional quality (economic) 0.65 0.16 0 0.87 887

Institutional quality (political) 0.65 0.19 0 0.90 887

Institutional quality (legal) 0.66 0.19 0 0.95 887

Target per-capita income: Low 0.58 0.49 0 1 887

Same sector 0.80 0.40 0 1 887

Medium/High Tech 0.12 0.33 0 1 887

R&D related 0.04 0.20 0 1 887

Colonial ties 0.12 0.33 0 1 873

Physical distance 6.99 4.39 0.17 18.87 873

Common border 0.06 0.24 0 1 887

Cultural distance 1.88 1.03 0 6.15 818

Linguistic proximity 0.21 0.20 0 0.75 834

Moderating variables

MFT (Institutional quality: High) 0.16 0.36 0 1 887

MFT (Per-capita income: Low) 0.07 0.25 0 1 887

MFT (Investment sector: Same) 0.14 0.35 0 1 887

MFT (Investment sector: Medium/High Tech) 0.05 0.22 0 1 887

MFT (Investment sector: R&D related) 0.02 0.13 0 1 887

MFT (Colonial ties: Yes) 0.03 0.17 0 1 887

MFT (Common border: Yes) 0.01 0.11 0 1 887

MFT (Cultural distance: Low) 0.07 0.26 0 1 887

MFT (Linguistic proximity: High) 0.16 0.37 0 1 887
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Table C.6: Summary statistics, GIs

Mean SD Min Max N

Dependent variable

FDI 0.34 0.48 0 1 3461

Independent variables

Managers from target 0.27 0.44 0 1 3461

Subsidiary in target 0.44 0.50 0 1 3461

Control variables

Migrants to target 0.09 0.24 0 6.14 3461

Migrants from target 0.36 0.78 0 13.36 3461

Institutional quality (economic) 0.61 0.15 0 0.87 3461

Institutional quality (political) 0.60 0.20 0 0.90 3461

Institutional quality (legal) 0.63 0.17 0 0.95 3461

Target per-capita income: Low 0.67 0.47 0 1 3461

Same sector 0.55 0.50 0 1 3461

Medium/High Tech 0.15 0.36 0 1 3461

R&D related 0.21 0.41 0 1 3461

Colonial ties 0.11 0.32 0 1 3423

Physical distance 7.44 3.92 0.16 19.01 3423

Common border 0.05 0.22 0 1 3461

Cultural distance 2.13 1.13 0 9.79 3211

Linguistic proximity 0.16 0.19 0 0.75 3397

Moderating variables

MFT (Institutional quality: High) 0.13 0.34 0 1 3461

MFT (Per-capita income: Low) 0.16 0.36 0 1 3461

MFT (Investment sector: Same) 0.16 0.36 0 1 3461

MFT (Investment sector: Medium/High Tech) 0.03 0.16 0 1 3461

MFT (Investment sector: R&D related) 0.07 0.25 0 1 3461

MFT (Colonial ties: Yes) 0.03 0.17 0 1 3461

MFT (Common border: Yes) 0.02 0.13 0 1 3461

MFT (Cultural distance: Low) 0.10 0.30 0 1 3461

MFT (Linguistic proximity: High) 0.15 0.36 0 1 3461
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Table C.7: Summary statistics, GIs

Mean SD Min Max N

Dependent variable

FDI 0.43 0.50 0 1 719

Independent variables

Managers from target 0.34 0.47 0 1 719

Subsidiary in target 0.38 0.48 0 1 719

Control variables

Migrants to target 0.09 0.28 0 3.09 719

Migrants from target 0.36 0.66 0 4.55 719

Institutional quality (economic) 0.63 0.16 0 0.87 719

Institutional quality (political) 0.62 0.19 0 0.90 719

Institutional quality (legal) 0.64 0.18 0 0.95 719

Target per-capita income: Low 0.69 0.46 0 1 719

Same sector 0.74 0.44 0 1 719

Medium/High Tech 0.08 0.28 0 1 719

R&D related 0.07 0.25 0 1 719

Colonial ties 0.15 0.36 0 1 711

Physical distance 8.06 4 0.32 15.99 711

Common border 0.04 0.20 0 1 719

Cultural distance 2.13 1 0 6.08 638

Linguistic proximity 0.14 0.18 0 0.50 711

Moderating variables

MFT (Institutional quality: High) 0.11 0.31 0 1 719

MFT (Per-capita income: Low) 0.22 0.41 0 1 719

MFT (Investment sector: Same) 0.24 0.43 0 1 719

MFT (Investment sector: Medium/High Tech) 0.02 0.14 0 1 719

MFT (Investment sector: R&D related) 0.03 0.18 0 1 719

MFT (Colonial ties: Yes) 0.04 0.19 0 1 719

MFT (Common border: Yes) 0.02 0.13 0 1 719

MFT (Cultural distance: Low) 0.20 0.40 0 1 719

MFT (Linguistic proximity: High) 0.15 0.36 0 1 719

The sample is created using the “alternative” matching scheme, described in section 4.1.
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